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US High Yield 
The US high yield market returned 0.30% in February, as measured by the ICE Bo-

fA US High Yield Constrained Index (HUC0). February was the second consecutive 

flattish month for high yield, bringing the YTD total return to a modest 0.32%.  

 

Hotter-than-expected CPI and PPI inflation data caused investors to reassess the 

outlook for Fed interest rate cuts. The Fed Funds Futures market is now pricing in 

three or four cuts starting in June or July, versus early February expectations of five 

or six moves lower commencing in May. This higher for longer shift lifted interest 

rates across the curve, and the 10-year US Treasury yield rose nearly 35 bps to 

4.25%.  

 

High yield managed to generate positive returns despite the sharp increase in rates 

on the month, as spreads served as an effective shock absorber. HUC0’s option-

adjusted spread (OAS) tightened by 30 bps to 329 bps, while the index’ yield to 

worst rose only 6 bps to 7.90%. 

 

Generally stronger-than-expected fourth quarter earnings helped high yield weather 

the more difficult macroeconomic backdrop in February. High yield’s spread rally 

drove lower quality, less interest rate-sensitive issuers to outperform. CCCs fared 

best on the month, while BB-rated bonds posted negative returns. At the sector lev-

el, higher spread categories like retail and telecom outperformed. Tepid earnings 

announcements weighed on media and broadcasting, and utilities sold off with 

Treasuries. 

 



 
Going forward, interest rate declines may not support high yield with the stiff tailwind that had been expected this 

year. However, softer retail sales, industrial production, and durable goods data released in February suggest the 

easier monetary policy thesis still holds, even if the cuts occur later in the year, and at a lower quantum. High yield 

companies’ operating earnings remain resilient, and a surprising $60bn of bond issuance YTD (85% for refinancing) 

has allowed issuers to further chip away at near-term debt maturities. Nearly two thirds of leveraged finance borrow-

ers have no upcoming maturities prior to 2027, and less than $25bn of high yield debt comes due this year. While 

OAS inside of 350 bps provides limited room for further spread tightening, NCRAM believes that high yield’s average 

dollar price in the low 90s creates capital gain opportunities, and the market’s nearly 8% yield offers an attractive en-

try point for investors. 

 

European High Yield  
The European high yield market returned 0.36% (EUR, unhedged) in February, with YTD returns totaling 1.46%, as 

measured by the ICE BofA European Currency High Yield Constrained Index (HPC0). Spreads tightened 40 bps in 

February and 57 bps YTD. The market’s positive performance was driven mainly by positive technicals, as the asset 

class continued to experience strong inflows, while net supply remained low. Corporate earnings have mostly met 

expectations, which has supported the spread tightening environment. As a result, both the B and CCC ratings buck-

ets outperformed. While spreads have tightened meaningfully so far in 2024, we continue to believe that fundamen-

tals and technicals remain strong in the European high yield market. 

 

Emerging Markets  
EM sovereign and corporate bonds both delivered positive returns in February, supported by attractive valuations, 

idiosyncratic developments, and positive technical factors. Emerging markets hard currency sovereign bonds, as 

measured by the JP Morgan Emerging Markets Bond Index Global (EMBIG), gained 0.69% in February. The market 

was led by a 2.48% return from high yield sovereigns, which saw spreads tighten by 67 bps. Investment grade sover-

eign credits returned -0.56%, selling off with US Treasuries. The broad JP Morgan Corporate Emerging Market Bond 

Index Broad Diversified (CEMBI BD) gained 0.71% in February. Similar to the EM sovereign index, high yield corpo-

rates outperformed with a 1.64% return (45 bps tighter spread), compared to a substantially flat return in investment 

grade EM corporates. 

 

Multi-Asset Credit  
NCRAM’s Multi-Asset Credit strategy posted a small gain in February, similar to its customized blended reference 

index. Security selection was a positive contributor, while long duration and a modest overweight to investment grade 

dragged down performance. A soft landing is our base case for 2024 with a potential “growth phase” coming later, 

supported by expectations for an easing cycle, softer inflation, and a resilient economy. In February, we commenced 

the shift toward a “growth phase” portfolio, reducing investment grade exposure and adding higher yielding credit. 

The portfolio remains longer duration in anticipation of declining rates and as a hedge against disappointing econom-

ic growth. 
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Disclosures 
This document is prepared by Nomura Corporate Research and Asset Management Inc. (NCRAM) and is for infor-

mational purposes only. All information contained in this document is proprietary and confidential to NCRAM. All 

opinions and estimates included herein constitute NCRAM's judgment, unless stated otherwise, as of this date and 

are subject to change without notice. There can be no assurance nor is there any guarantee, implied or otherwise, 

that opinions related to forecasts will be met. Certain information contained herein is obtained from various second-

ary sources that are believed to be reliable, however, NCRAM does not guarantee its accuracy and such information 

be incomplete or condensed. Historical investment performance is no guarantee of future results. There is a risk of 

loss. Strategy performance references are based on gross of fees performance. 

 

Certain information contained in this document contains forward-looking statements including future-oriented finan-

cial information and financial forecasts under applicable securities laws (collectively referred to herein as forward-

looking statements). Except for statements of historical fact, information contained herein constitutes forward-looking 

statements. Although NCRAM believes that the expectations reflected in such forward-looking statements are based 

on reasonable assumptions, it can give no assurance that forward-looking statements will prove to be accurate. 

These statements are not guarantees of future performance and undue reliance should not be placed on them. For-

ward-looking information is subject to certain risks, trends, and uncertainties that could cause actual performance 

and financial results in future periods to differ materially from those projected. NCRAM undertakes no obligation to 

update forward-looking statements if circumstances or NCRAM’s estimates or opinions should change. 

 

This document is intended for the use of the person to whom it is delivered. Neither this document nor any part here-

of may be reproduced, transmitted or redistributed without the prior written authorization of NCRAM. Further, this 

document is not to be construed as investment advice, or as an offer to buy or sell any security, or the solicitation of 

an offer to buy or sell any security. Any reproduction, transmittal or redistribution of its contents may constitute a vio-

lation of the U.S. federal securities laws. 

 

Performance data is calculated by NCRAM based upon market prices obtained from market dealers and pricing ser-

vices or, in their absence, an estimate of market value based on NCRAM’s pricing and valuation policy. All perfor-

mance is historical and assumes reinvestment of dividends, interest and capital gains. Performance data stated here-

in may vary from pricing determined by an advisory client or by a third party on behalf of the advisory client. Perfor-

mance data set forth herein is provided for the purpose of facilitating analysis of account assets managed by 

NCRAM, and should not be used for the purpose of reporting or advertising performance of specific account portfoli-

os to account beneficiaries or to third parties. 

 

An investment in high yield instruments involves special considerations and certain risks, including risk of default and 

price volatility, and such securities are regarded as being predominantly speculative as to the issuer's ability to make 

payments of principal and interest. 

 

A copy of NCRAM's Code of Ethics and its Part 2A of Form ADV, are available upon request by contacting NCRAM’s 

Chief Compliance Officer via e-mail at Compliance@nomura-asset.com or via postal mail request at Nomura Corpo-

rate Research and Asset Management Inc., Worldwide Plaza, 309 West 49th Street, Compliance Department, Attn: 

Chief Compliance Officer, New York, NY 10019-7316. 

 

The views and estimates expressed in this material represent the opinions of NCRAM and are subject to change 

without notice and are not intended as a forecast or guarantee of future results. Such opinions are statements of fi-

nancial market trends based on current market conditions. The views and strategies described may not be suitable 

for all investors. This material has been prepared for informational purposes only, and is not intended to provided, 

and should not be relied upon as legal or tax advice.  

 

 

 

 

 

 


